Small Break for Taxpayers
Big Burden for Students

"We really have to take the position that we're here being supported by everybody." Dunn said. I would have to say that we're being supported by both sides, but I can't take a position officially for the University.

The choir of university officials between now and the election on Nov. 8 is to make people aware of the results of the passage of the Issue and could have, the officials said.

I'm concerned only that we have people to understand what the consequences of the repeal of the Kent State University."
Issue I on the ballot for state electors on Nov. 8 concerns the legal age for purchasing, furnishing, and selling alcoholic beverages to Ohio Constitution states that the process under the age of 18 shall possess for the purpose of consumption, including consuming alcoholic beverage. If Issue I passes, it will change the legal drinking age from 19 to the consumption of beer! to 21 in the state of Ohio.

This issue is a constant dilemma in our society, but the harsh realities of alcohol related catastrophes are ever present. KSU students should control alcohol consumption on campus even more. The official campus constitution states that only social activities are permitted on campus per semester with the intent to sell or consume alcohol (beer) per semester, as consumptions must be presented. Also, an equal amount of money must be spent on the enforcement and other beverage-related issues.

Many serious problems are related to alcohol consumption. Indeed, the mood altering effects in alcoholic beverages can induce sedation, intoxication, unconsciousness, and even death. There are many physical factors which determine the rate at which the bloodstream is absorbed into the bloodstream and the incidence of toxicity. A level of body weight, the speed of drinking, the presence of food in the stomach, drinking history, body chemistry, and the type of beverage all affect the consumption of alcohol.
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Recently, we at the Chronicle have been received some strange reports from students who frequent the lower level of FPAC. Unusual noises have been heard coming from the area of our resident manager.

The sounds seem to have occurred since our last issue in which we related the history of old, and the making of (auto body filler), our very own Bondo Betty. We are wondering if the events are connected in any way. The reports we have tell of musing sounds coming from the dimly lit area where our friend spent her days (and nights), behind a wire fence. Soft sobbing, Sniffing. And a pitifully weak cry that sounded, to several of our informants like, "Help me!"

We don't know what to think. Our office is just around the corner, but we haven't heard a thing.

Jimmie and Joey Yingling were killed instantly, but Miller has fully recovered from his injuries. Miller lost his license because of his driving record which included three driving center violations, one count of driving without a license, one violation of assured clear distance, one count of reckless operation and two previous arrests for driving while intoxicated. Because of a court motion, Daniel Miller has served no time in jail for these offenses but has attended an alcohol abuse program. The case involving the Yingslings deaths will come up early next year. But for now, Daniel Miller is a free man.

According to recent statistics, on a typical weekend evening, one out of every ten drivers is a drunk driver.

Saturday — quite by chance — you may meet a Daniel Miller. Pray that he is not behind the wheel of a car.

Could it be that all is not well with any of our readers here? Do you have a cramp in a lower spinal vertebrae? Could you have an aneurysm, and oh, unhealable agony, be unable to reach the offending pop? Might you be suffering from a long-standing orthodontic problem? After all, dust can collect.

We are at a loss to explain all these things if our readers have anything else, they will let us know, as we're distanced a slow giant? Have we awakened a malvolent mass? Meanwhile, keep those cards and grapes coming in, folks.
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Ask Dean Bittle

This column will feature a set of questions asked of Dean Bittle concerning the Stark and Kent campuses of our university. It is a question-and-answer forum. Our initial questions with regard to February's column are:

Q. I am a first-year undergraduate institution as opposed to a well-established 4-year university.
A. In the early 1960's Governor Rhodes asked for a plan to place a college within 30 miles of every Ohio citizen. Therefore, a network of two-year colleges was established. By the end of the decade, when the program was in its final stages, plans were made to establish a four-year University in Canton. The movement was running out of steam, however, so it was decided that our campus would offer the first 2 years of KSU's baccalaureate program.

Q. Who decides which classes will be offered?
A. The decision is a combined effort between the KSU faculty and administration. Student demand is the most crucial factor in the decision. For example, if we discover that we have a large number of students majoring in the same area, we look at the un

A Comfortable Place to Be

The Interfaith Campus Minisry, headed by Reverend Thomas Douglass, provides guidance, support, and care to students of all faiths. It is a place where students can find comfort and rejuvenation.

A conversation with Dick Feagler

By Lori Sprankle

Featured at Kent Stark's Mid-Winter Writers Conference was television and print journalist and social commentator Dick Feagler. A well-known figure in the Northern Ohio area, Feagler "cuts his teeth" with the Cleveland Press and now hosts his own show, "Feagler's Eye." As the keynote speaker of the conference, Feagler opened the floor to the media. "Everyone wa tch es TV. It influences our personal sty les, a nd mor als. Its is a pas sive m edi um, b ut v iew ers a re fluences ou r polit ical cho ices, per sonal sty les, and mor als. Its is a
titudes and capabilities as leaders. Other facul ty members who taught in the retreat were Betty Fouk, Inga Mullen, and Carole Lockwood.

A: No. Theoretically, it's possible, but we actively discourage it. A well rounded university education requires that the student be exposed to a variety of professors, ideas, and experience. Our campus, because it was not designed to do so, cannot offer this type of experience. It is in the student's best interest to complete a degree from a 4-year institution.

Dean Bittle

Q: Can you get a 4-year degree at this campus?

For the present, Feagler plans to continue his television (the likes TV really?) in addition to broadcasting his radio show. He says that's how it's used most effectively.

When origami originated, no one knew the impact it would have.

“Everyone watches TV. It influences our political choices, personal styles, and morals. It is a passive medium, but viewers are influenced by our political choices, personal styles, and morals. It is a
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Softball Tournament Held

An Intramural Softball Tournament was held October 2 at the Kent State Field. Students from KSUSC and Stark Tech were divided into four teams and competed in the three-game-squad. Team I came out on top with a 3-0 record. Team members included David Hardwick, Dave Arcello, Victor Johnson, Greg Badika, Chuck Timlin, Paul Cat- tan, Steve Gilvraht, Ken Nelson, Scott Spears, Jim Stanford, and Steve Gilvraht.

Special thanks for a job well done to Robert Kistler, Betty Pauk, John Garrett, the Maintenance Department and all players.

Volleyball Team Advancing

The Kent State Stark Women’s volleyball team received at 6-5 conference record at the conclusion of the fall season and will now prepare for competition in the American Mideast Conference. The team has been working on their skills and are looking forward to the new season. They are currently practicing and will be ready to compete soon.

Classified

Room-mates Wanted

3 Room apartment $175.00 a month utilized by 1, 2 adults, no pets. 493-0727.

Male roommate wanted to share an apartment with a working male. 5 minutes from campus 494-2654.

Looking for 2 female roommates to share 5 Br. 3 story home on Fulton Rd. N.W. — 30 minutes from campus — rent $100.00 total — $30.00 each + utilities. For information please call 435-8335. Ask for Barb or Lisa.

Typing

Typing $1.50 per page; paper provided. 492-5301.

Professional typing; $1.00 per double spaced page. 493-8711.

Typing in home; 70 w.p.m.; few errors — good references. 453-8192.

Any kind of typing with discount on large papers; will supply paper; reasonable rates. 499-0619.

Guaranteed accuracy; experienced with APA and Turabian. 493-0727.

Catering


Mary Ann’s Catering — inquire at Snack-o-Yak.

For Sale

2-studded snow tires VGC off of a VW Bug, used 1 winter. $15.00 each or best offer. Call Leri at 837-5285 and leave message.

Carrington


Mary Ann’s Catering — inquire at Snack-o-Yak.

Issue 1

Alcohol related accidents are a major concern. People who are dependent upon alcohol have a much higher rate of accidental death than the general population. Drunk driving was the number 1 killer of Americans under the age of 21 years of age last year. It is expected that raising the drinking age to 21 will produce a annual 29 percent reduction in nighttime fatalities involving 18-21 year old drivers. If passed, this law should reduce alcohol related traffic deaths, personal injury and property damage accidents, alcohol abuse among teenagers, and academic and social problems associated with teen alcohol abuse.

There are however, several valid arguments against the proposed amendment. If the law is passed, it will be illegal for par ents to give their children any alcoholic beverage in the privacy of their own home. Also people at the ages of 19 and 20 who are allowed to vote, marry, raise children, and serve in the armed forces would not be able to consume alcoholic beverages. Lastly, drunk driving is a problem for all age groups. A tougher drunk driving law was adopted in Ohio recently, and the legal age for consuming beer was raised from 18 to 19. These laws should be given a chance to work.

Advertise in The Chronicle

Need a ride to main campus? Want to sell your old Sociology book? Maybe you’re an ace typist and want to earn some Christmas Cash?!

Spread the Word! (It's Free!)

Put your ad in The Chronicle mailbox (4th Floor SSA) Limit: 3 (70 Space) Lines all ads subject to approval.

Deadline for Next Issue: November 18